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BOOK SYNOPSIS
WHEN THE UNIMAGINABLE IS THE ONLY THING LEFT TO DO... They are
innocent schoolgirls ranging in age from 14 to 22. Under normal circumstances they
should be learning, laughing, and playing. Unfortunately, the year is 1942 and the
place is Nazi-occupied Poland. Nothing is normal. On the night of August 11,
dressed only in cotton nightgowns, they await their fate at the hands of their Nazi
captors. They are no match for the Nazi beast- or are they? Meanwhile, a young
Jewish family is caught in a perilous game of cat and mouse with the Nazis in Berlin.
How long can they possibly remain among the living? Its getting harder to run, more
dangerous to hide. The Nazis are hot on their trail, and time is running out for both
the hunters and the hunted. Rhonda is a successful television personality and a wellrespected Jewish educator. With her aging mother still suffering scars left by the
Holocaust some 70 years later, she decides its time to go to Germany, where she
pitches her way inside the largest Nazi archive the world has never seen in an
attempt to discover the truth about what happened to her mother during WWII. Will
the secrets she unveils help heal her mothers wounded soul? Or will the answers to
her questions change everything she ever thought she knew about her family, her
mother, and herself? Inspired by true events, 94 Maidens is an unforgettable story
of heroism, resistance, martyrdom, and survival. "Total Inspiration! Never before
has an account of the atrocities of Nazi Germany struck such a chord. 94 Maidens
will send chills up your spine and bring tears to your eyes, but Rhonda FinkWhitmans brilliant depiction of valiancy strengthens the inner soul." Lorraine
Ranalli, author of Gravy Wars/South Philly Foods, Feuds & Attytudes and host of the
Cucina Chatter Radio Network "Chillingly authentic. Its as if Rhonda dipped her
paintbrush into a can of history and used her potent words to paint us a picture that
is spot on. I would know." David Tuck, Auschwitz survivor, speaker, educator Meet
Dave and hear other eyewitness accounts @ www.94maidens.com. "Heartfelt and
moving...a great reminder to all of us about our obligation to share and preserve our
own family history, the courage of ancestors, and their impact on our world." Tim
Chambers, screenwriter, director, and producer of The Mighty Macs "It wasnt my
choice to write this story...it was my responsibility." Rhonda Fink-Whitman RHONDA
FINK-WHITMAN is a veteran TV and radio personality as well as an award-winning
screenwriter, longtime Jewish educator and the daughter of a Holocaust survivor. 94
Maidens is her first novel. She lives in a suburb of Philadelphia with her husband,
two children, and two cats. In their free time, for which they thank our troops,
Rhonda and her family volunteer for the USO. Visit Rhonda online at
www.94Maidens.com, at www.Facebook.com/94Maidens, and on Twitter
@94Maidens. Serious filmmakers interested in the screenplay of 94 Maidens can
contact the writer at Rhonda@94Maidens.com.
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